
ANNIVERSARY OR OUR DEPARTED FOR THIS SUNDAY 

DAY                     NAME OF THE DEPARTED              ANNIVERSARY  

  

16     Marika Andoni     23 

 17     Margaret Salhany     47 

 19     Fadieh Solulin      16 

 19     Zarif Baghdli      12 

 20     Jabra Issa Fahel     37 

 20     Constandi Hinn     36 

 20     Hilda Sarraf      16 

 20     Anestas Hamawi     14 

 20     Salem Emdanat     14 

 21     Mary Kabi      42 

 21     Raefe Ibrahim      21 

 21     Linda Choueri      14 

 22     Linda Khoury      29 

 22     Najla Kort      26 
  

ETERNAL LIGHT 

 

• Sep 22:  in loving memory of Ernest Younes from his family. 

• Sep 29:  for the good health of Amelia Marie Shehata by Rose & George Ghneim 

• Oct 13:  in loving memory of Yvonne Younes from her family. 

• Ushers- Sep 22: Raed Dallal, Gaby Stavro, Ayoub Kakish and Richard Smith 

• Ushers- Sep 29:  George Boutros, Mounir Ayad, Raja Shnoudeh and Said Bisharat 

• 40 DAYS memorial for Nabih Alhaddad offered by his wife, his children and their families.  May his 

memory eternal. 

• The coffee hour is offered today in loving memory of Nabih Alhaddad by his family.  May his 

memory be eternal.  

• October is Teens Month: calling all the teens of our church to participate in ushering and reading 

of the epistle. Please, see Angela Ghazal.  

• St. George Thanksgiving Luncheon on Sunday October 6th: will be organized by our ladies 

organization. Please, see one of the ladies officers for tickets and donations.  

• Parish Council meeting September 24 at 7:30 PM 

• Engaged people get together on Thursday September 26th at 7:30 PM. 

• Altar servers retreat: we will have our annual altar servers retreat on Saturday September 28 from 

12-6. We will have lunch together. All altar servers are welcome.  Father would like the parents to 

stay for the first hour. 

• Father would like to meet with the Teens parents on Sunday, Sep. 29th after Liturgy.  

• Life Chain: will be held on Sunday October 6 from 2-3 in front of our church.  

• Please, pray for the health of the following parishioners: Ellen, Robert, Alex, Sam, Elias, Isabelle, 

Nassar, Adel, Valentine, Lucy, Adele, Nina and Sonia.  If you have any names of people who need 

prayers, email them to father. 

• Fr. George resumed blessing homes.  Please call Father to schedule 

 

 

 

 



Why Aren’t Women Allowed In The Altar? by Archimandrite Alipy (Svetlichny) 

Why do priests keep women out of the altar? Why are there places in the church that are forbidden 

for women? Is a woman worse than a man? – Archimandrite Alipius (Svetlichny) answers. 

In the eyes of the Church, a woman is not unclean at all, as some people with liberal attitudes 

suspect. Otherwise, the Church would not praise the Virgin Mary so much!  She would not honor the 

multitude of holy women and virgins. Moreover, there is no significant difference between a man and 

a woman, a layperson and a priest in moral theology. Theology recognizes that we all are human 

beings! There are people who seek salvation, and people who condemn themselves to perdition. This 

is the only distinction. In his interpretation of the 15th Rule of the Council of Chalcedon, Balsamon 

writes: “What is said in the given rule is completely out of use; for nowadays they do not ordain the 

deaconesses, although some ascetic women might be called deaconesses albeit not in the proper 

sense; because there is a rule which determines that women should not enter the holy altar. So, the 

one who cannot enter the holy altar, how will she perform the deacons’ functions?” And that’s where 

we stumble! It turns out that there is a rule that determines that women should not enter the altar… 

Looks like discrimination begins… 

Let’s find that rule to understand why women shouldn’t go into the holy altar. 

Let us turn to the Syntagma and look at Chapter 22, “That Women Should Not Enter The Holy Altar.” 

We read: “The 44th Rule of the Council of Laodicea considers it inappropriate for women to have 

access to the holy altar, even though they had previously been allowed to do so. For if lay men are 

forbidden to do so (69th rule of the 6th Ecumenical Council), the more so should women [be 

forbidden]. Women are not allowed [in the holy altar], as some say, for reasons of their involuntary 

monthly period.” So here is the problem! It turns out that lay men are also banned from entering the 

altar! This is what the 69th Rule of the Sixth Ecumenical Council says: “Let no one of the laymen be 

allowed to enter the holy altar. Yet according to some ancient custom, it is not forbidden to royal 

power and dignity when the emperor wishes to bring gifts to the Creator.” 

Thus, only the king may enter the altar because he is anointed, and only when he brings a gift, i. e., a 

royal ritual gift to the church. Let’s try to understand why the rule doesn’t let lay people in the altar. I 

don’t think we need to look for any clarification, because it is clear enough! The sanctuary is meant to 

be a place of divine service. It was separated from the rest of the church so that the place might not 

only be sacred, but also so as to prevent disorder and tumult that often occurs when there are too 

many people in the church, especially on holidays. 



The altar should be the place of deep prayer and exceptional order. This is especially important, since 

the Holy Chalice with the Blood of God is on the holy table! The Lamb of God in the form of the Bread 

is on the table! There must be no room for negligence in the altar. Rather, it is the place for awe and 

reverence in all things. 

If the lay people were to enter the altar, it would become a passageway, and soon enough, disorder 

and nuisance would ensue. Nowadays we can see how often laymen harass priests who come out of 

the altar for some reason. Everyone needs to say something, ask a question, hand a note with a lot of 

explanations to the priest or even give him a gift, or sometimes comment or complain with 

indignation. Some people try to start their own customs at the place where they stand… Imagine what 

that kind of hubbub would look like in the altar! 

Therefore, the wise decision of the Holy Fathers was that only those who serve the Holy Sacraments 

should be in the altar. Nevertheless, time has made changes to the provisions laid down by the 

Councils, and today we can see some lay people in the altar. What are they doing there? Are they 

idling around? No, they perform some duties there. Kormchaia (service) Book requires a priest never 

to begin the Liturgy unless he has an acolyte at his disposal. 

Then we suddenly encounter another strange thing: you can see nuns in the altar in convents! They 

are allowed to enter the altar for the same purpose: they assist the priest during the service. 

Therefore, the Church doesn’t consider women inferior to men. 

There has to be moderation in all matters, and there has to be reason and order in the Church of 

God. 

Translated by The Catalog of Good Deeds 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


